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Annual Invitational tournament
The sixth annual Victoria
Invitational Karate
Tournament will take place
Nov. 9 in the Central
Middle School gym in
Victoria.
Tournament committee
chair Sensei Peter
Danniels reports that
competition will be under
the old WKF rules for all
categories except the adult
black belt divisions which
will be under the new WKF
rules.
“As in past years, we’ll use
a modified doubleknockout kumite draw for
the junior divisions,
providing most competitors
with a second bout,
following a first match loss.
Adult kumite divisions will
compete using a modified
repechage with cross-over.
Please watch for
registration packages to be
mailed out in October.

Two-year-old Alex Waite practises her splits. A karate-ka since before she was born
(her mother Shodan Karen Waite continued working out almost until her due date), Alex
is starting to count in Japanese and is working on her bow. Father Shodan Chris Waite
and Shodan Karen are the senior instructors at the two CASK Karate Grande Cache
schools in Grande Cache, Alberta. (See also pp. 14 and 15)

NKA Godan
for co-director
Wado Canada technical
co-director Shihan
Nader Gilanchi has
been graded to Godan
(5th Dan) by the
National Karate
Association.

Sensei Steve Franck, chief instructor of our Lumsden and Regina Beach, Sask., karate
clubs, a constable with the RCMP, has been promoted to the rank of corporal and
transferred to the RCMP Academy in Regina. Sensei Steve reports he is now with the
self-defence unit — a position he has sought for many years — and gets to work in a
gym all day. “I’ve got the best job around and of course we have a nice gym.” (see p. 12)

This was the first step in
Wado Canada’s efforts
to obtain NKA style
recognition.
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The Wado Canada
newsletter is
published by the
Wado Karate
Association of
Canada, and edited
by Sensei Charles
La Vertu.
Views expressed are
those of the aut hors
and do not necessaily
reflect that of the
society.
Submissions of
articles, photographs,
cartoons etc. are
welcome and
encouraged.
Enquiries and
submissions should
be sent to 1317 Vimy
Place, Victoria, BC,
V8S 1C5.
E-mail address is
clavertu@wado.ca
Phone 250-384-9902
Fax at 250-658-0756

www.wado.ca
Wado-Kai Canada is
a federallyincorporated
non-profit society

Canadian Associated
Schools of Karate (CASK
Karate), Canadian
Headquarters and
Hombu, James Bay
Community Centre
140 Oswego Street
Victoria, BC V8V 2B1
Contact:
Sensei Greg Reid.
250-883-1841
CASK Shiai, James Bay
Community Centre, 140
Oswego Street, Victoria,
BC V8V 2B1
Contact:
Sensei Greg Reid.
250-883-1841
Victoria Youth Karate,
Hombu, James Bay
Community Centre,
140 Oswego Street ,
Victoria, BC V8V 2B1
Contact:
Sensei Greg Reid.
250-883-1841
Victoria Youth Karate,
Gordon Head, Gordon
Head Recreation Centre
4100 Lambrick Way
Victoria, BC V8N 5R3
Contact:
Sensei Greg Reid.
250-883-1841
Victoria Youth Karate,
Royal Roads University
YM/YWCA,
#1-2005 Sooke Road,
Victoria,
BC V9B 5Y2
Contact:
Sensei Greg Reid.
250-883-1841
Victoria Women’s Karate
Club, YM-YWCA, 880
Courtney, Victoria, BC
V8W1C4

Contact: Sensei Greg
Reid. 250-883-1841
Wado Co-ed Karate,
University of Victoria
McKinnon Gym, 3800
Finnerty Road, Victoria,
BC V8W 3P3 Contact:
Sandan Mike Alberti
250-995-2049
Women’s Karate Club,
University of Victoria
3800 Finnerty Road
University of Victoria
Victoria, BC V8W 3P3
Contact:
Shodan Cindy Ruttan
250-384-7346
Moosomin Karate Club
MacLeod Elementary
School, 1016 Gordon St.,
Moosomin, Sask.
Contact:
Sensei Nick Hudym
306-645-2057
McAuley Karate Club,
404 McAuley Ave.
McAuley Man.
Contact:
Sensei Nick Hudym
306-645-2057
Lumsden Karate Club
Lumsden Elementary
School, Broad St.,
Lumsden Sask.
Contact:
Sensei Steve Franck
306-731-3076

Regina Beach Karate Club,
Regina Beach School, 7th
Ave., Regina Beach, Sask.
Contact:
Sensei Steve Franck
306-731-3076
Chetwynd Karate Club
Don Titus Elementary
School, 5304 47th Ave.
Chetwynd, BC V0G 1J0
Contact: Nidan Ron Osl
250-788-3586
CASK Karate Campbell
River, Campbell River
Community Hall, 401 - 11th
Ave., Campbell River, BC
V9W 4G2 Contact:
Nidan Peter Froemgen
250-286-3809
CASK Karate Grande
Cache, Big Horn Golden
Age Club, Grande Cache,
Alta. Contact:
Shodan Chris Waite
780-827-3276
CASK Karate Grande
Cache, Suza Creek School
Gym, Grande Cache, Alta.
Contact:
Shodan Chris Waite
780-827-3276
Affiliated schools
Yaletown Karate
Roundhouse Community
Centre, 181 Roundhouse
Mews, Vancouver, BC
V6Z 2W3 Contact:
Master Ali Gilanchi
604-689-0661

Wado board of directors
President: Charles La Vertu
Vice-President and Secretary: Gerry Woloshyn
Technical Co-Director: Greg Reid
Technical Co-Director: Nader Gilanchi
Treasurer: Erich Eichhorn
Director: Peter Danniels
Women’s Director:Cindy Ruttan
Director: Chris Pepperdine
Director: Tracy Humphreys
Director: Sumio Kiyooka
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President’s report

Welcome to www.wado.ca
By Charles La Vertu
www.wado.ca
That’s the address of our
new website which is, and
will continue to be, a work
in progress as we grow.
A big thank you to Tom
Spetter of Cyan Design in
Victoria, BC and Sumio
Kiyooka, both from the
CASK Karate Hombu, for
the great work they have
done to get this site up and
running.

Tom did a great job of
designing the site.

Her particular expertise is
in starting businesses and
in improving currently
failing businesses and
businesses with negative
reputations.

***
Please welcome the
newest member to our
board, Tracy Humphreys,
a student at the CASK
Karate Hombu.
Tracy has been in nonprofit management for the
last seven years with the
University of Victoria
Students' Society and the
Alma Mater Society of the
University of BC.

Tracy was elected at our
AGM earlier this year.

Tracy Hymphreys

I would like to take this
opportunity to express, on
behalf of all Wado Canada
members, our sincerest
thanks for the services
provided to the association
(Continued on page 13)

Two new Nidans

Four more join blackbelt ranks
Wado Canada has
two news Nidans and
four new Shodans.
Vince Dick and Peter
Froemgen were
awarded the rank of
Nidan at the grading
held earlier this
summer in Campbell
River, B.C.
Erika Marksteiner,
also of Campbell
River, was promoted
to Shodan by Saiko
Shihan Greg Reid.
Graded earlier to
Shodan were Kévin
Franck, Russell Knaus
and Brian Juraville, all
of Lumsden, Sask.

Back row, from left: Senseis Wayne Duguay, Steve Franck, Greg Reid, Nick
Hudym and Erich Eichhorn. Front row: New black belts Brian Juraville, Russell
Knaus and Kévin Franck.
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Technical director

Thinking Big
By Greg Reid
I can’t believe summer is
almost over.
I am definitely looking
forward to September.
It is here that all the
community centres and the
University of Victoria take
off.
Two exciting developments
have occurred – the
women’s organization at
UVic is back with the
recreation department and
we now run the Victoria
YM-YWCA (Downtown)
Women’s Club.
These two clubs will work
hand in hand to develop
the women’s groups by
cross training and offering
different -day options.
I thought, what great news,

and then we got more
great news.
Sensei Richard Boles has
confirmed the start of a
new club in Prince
George with one of his
blackbelts.
Sensei Richard, the
founder of our Chetwynd
Club, has got his sights
on a new challenge.
Thank you Sensei
Richard for your
pioneering efforts.
Let’s all take Sensei
Richards positive and
hard efforts to heart and
make this another great
training and development
year.
Wado Canada continues
to thrive BIG and expand
its horizons.

This year the youth
organization will continue
its steady development in
Victoria.
The Hombu, Gordon Head
and Royal Roads groups
will push towards greater
technical development and
the solidifying of its core
membership.
As the junior brown-belts
develop, we have allowed
them to attend Friday adult
classes to enhance their
training.
We will continue to develop

Wado Canada

On the cutting edge
By Greg Reid

Steady development
For youth organization
By Greg Reid

Sensei Greg helps Sensei Wayne Duguay with splits

and streamline the
beginner youth programs
as steady filters to the
three main kids groups.
Our focus on two
gradings a year and one
fitness championship will
showcase and hone their
skills and progress.
We continue to need
volunteer instructors of
any rank to help with the
kids’ organization.
Please feel free to talk to
me about helping out.

Being Technical
Director of the Wado
Karate Association of
Canada, it is my great
fortune to sit in on our
monthly meetings.
What a joy it is to be
part of something so
dynamic.
Let me start by saying
there is never a boring
or dull meeting.
The Wado Canada
board and organization
is an amazing set of
people.
Negativity has no place
on the board because
everyone is so positive!
Yeah! The meetings are
all about helping people,

building our schools, new
work in progress and
working in harmony to
develop karate in Canada.
Wado Canada is a true
community-based
organization.
We never waste our time or
energy on stupidity.
Let me end by saying we on
the board intend to give
Wado Canada that good
image that people are happy
to be associated with.
So many groups waste their
time and energy trying to cut
each other down. It only
makes them look bad in the
end.
Wado Canada is on the
cutting edge, thinking Big
and getting stronger every
day. Yeah!

Wado Canada
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Traditional versus new
for making of a sensei
By Greg Reid

to their dojo and master.

One of my students asked
me, what does it take to
become a Sensei?

To me, a sensei is
someone who never
weakens along the path
of karate-do.

In our organization we
have many black belts but
few senseis, unlike other
organizations, where every
black belt is known as a
sensei.

Let me list some points
for karate-kas to ponder
and bring into their
training lives:
1 – don’t stop learning

Sensei in modern karate is
quite misunderstood.
In the old days, this status
or title was usually
conferred by the master to
students on a very special
basis.
Sensei meant someone
who had a very deep
understanding of their
karate.
It was also given if that
person had trained and
devoted loyally many years

2 – build up your body
and techniques
3 – use karate in your
daily lives
4 – develop fighting spirit
(ki)
5 – never give up (never
say die)
6 – untiring effort makes
the person
7 – train like there is no
tomorrow

CASK headquarters
serves as melting pot
By Greg Reid
The CASK Karate Hombu
(headquarters)!
What a place. It’s where
everyone sooner or later
has an experience.
It is the melting pot of all
our Victoria schools – coed, women’s and kids
classes all sooner or later
train and experience its
flavour.
Karate is not based on a

room but on human
experience and that is
what the headquarters is
all about.
I believe the
headquarters is the heart
(the blood) and the lungs
(the breath) of what has
made us such a dynamic
organization.
We have been blessed
with the best luck in the
world.
(Continued on page 16)

The Centre Ring

Victoria Invitational
Tournament Nov. 9
By Peter Danniels
The tournament
committee has been
working throughout the
year on its singular
function of hosting our
annual November
tournament.
The first task for the
committee was to select
a date in early to mid
November.
This year, it will be held
Nov. 9.
The Remembrance Day
long weekend has proven
a good choice, making
travel easier for
competitors from
mainland B.C. and
Washington.
During the early planning
stages, the committee is
made up of Senseis
Gerry Woloshyn, Charles
La Vertu and myself.
Earlier in the year, we
tend to meet every 60
days or so, following a
tournament planning
timeline.
As the summer ends and
the event date draws
near, the meetings
become more frequent;
and are also attended by
Shodans Cindy Ruttan,
the volunteer coordinator,
and Chris Pepperdine, in
charge of fundraising and
program advertising.
With 2002 being our sixth
annual competition,
we’ve all gained valuable
experience, most
importantly, our team of

volunteers has become
familiar with their jobs, and
the day tends to flow more
smoothly.
We’d like to stress that the
committee’s task is mainly
organizational, a matter of
setting the stage, but in the
end, it’s our volunteers that
make it all work.
For the benefit of new
members, we’d like to restate the reasons why we
consider it important to
host one tournament per
year:
1. We guarantee our
members access to high
calibre competition.
2. We do our part as hosts,
adding to Karate B.C.’s
calendar of events.
3. By hosting only one
tournament per year, we
help to achieve a healthy
balance between the sport
and the traditional art of
Karate.
4. Hopefully, we make a
profit and increase Wado
Canada’s operating
balance.
The tournament committee
sees keeping the door to
competition open for our
members as our primary
purpose.
We welcome all comments
or questions from the
membership and thank all
participants for their
enthusiastic support.
Sensei Peter is chair of the
tournament and the referee
committees
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Saiko Shihan Greg Reid’s training tips

Accessory (supplementary) kicks
Editor’s note: It is our
intention to provide you
with training tips in each
issue of your newsletter.
This is part five of a
series on kicking.

It is normally taught at the
3rd kyu (green belt) level
in Wado Canada schools.
In our school, when
trained in its formal style,
this kick is performed
from Shizen Tai Dachi as
a spinning kick (hence
the common reference to
“single rotation” in
describing this
technique).

Part one was in Vol. 5,
Issue 1 — Spring 2001.
Part two was in Vol. 5,
Issue 2 — Summer 2001.
Part three was in Vol. 5,
Issue 3 — Fall 2001. Part
four was in Vol. 6, Issue
1 — Spring 2002.

Techniques that involve
turning your back on your
opponent are rarely
recommended as true
combat techniques as
they leave the Karate-ka
extremely vulnerable.

By Brendan Ralfs
Accessory
(Supplementary) Kicks:
Techniques:

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Pictures 1 & 2
Shizen Tai Dachi

10.
Kage Geri (single
rotation hook kick)
Terminology Used in this
article:
• Kage Geri: Hook Kick
• Shizen Tai Dachi:
Natural Fighting
Stance
• Karate-Ka: Karate
Student
• Kumite: Sparring
• Heiko Dachi: Parallel
Stance
• Penan Shodan: First
Heavenly Way
• Penan Yondan: Fourth
Heavenly Way
• Yoko Geri: Side Kick
• Ensho: The very back
of the heel
• Kime: The mental and
physical focus and
contraction of a
technique on impact
• Kokin Geri: Wheel Kick
• Osoto Mikazuke Geri:
Outside Crescent Kick

Students should
remember that the karate
we practise is an art, and
the techniques hold many
teachings.

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Pictures 3 & 4
Single rotation

It is usually the simplest,
fastest and most savage
movements that have
direct combat
applications.
This kick falls into that
category.
Kage Geri, however, is
excellent training for
balance, controlled
spinning movement and
dynamic flexibility, to
name a few.

•

Uchi Mikazuke Geri:
Inside Crescent Kick

This is an accessory or
supplementary kick, and
is the 10th kick learned in
the Wado Canada
curriculum.

Also, this kick has several
variations that can be
performed from the front
and back leg for Kumite
and sport Kumite training.
Shizen Tai Dachi and
Heiko Dachi:
These stances are both
used in the performance
of this kick.

Although they should be
known from their
appearances in Kata
(Heiko Dachi first in Penan
Shodan and Shizen Tai
Dachi first in Penan
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

•

The lead foot lands to
make Heiko Dachi
facing opposite from
the orientation of the
original Shizen Tai
Dachi.

•

This is important and
often performed
incorrectly; the lead
foot does not step
across the rear foot,
plant its ball and then
pivot at the same
time as the rear foot.
In one action the rear
foot pivots, the lead
foot lifts and then
lands directly in
Heiko Dachi.

Yodan), a quick review of
their major technical points
may be useful:
Shizen Tai Dachi:
• Feet are parallel, two
fists apart
• Feet are facing straight
ahead
• The back of the heel of
the lead foot is aligned
with the front of the
toes of the rear foot
• Knees are only slightly
bent
• Body weight is evenly
distributed between the
two feet

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Pictures 5 & 6
Lift
•

Heiko Dachi:
• Feet are parallel, two
fists apart
• Feet are facing straight
ahead
• Feet are side by side
with neither foot being
forward of the other
• Knees are only slightly
bent
• Body weight is evenly
distributed between the
two feet
Starting Position:
Pictures 1 & 2
While all techniques can be
adapted to be performed
from infinite positions and
combinations, Kage Geri,
as mentioned above is
trained formally from
Shizen Tai Dachi.

this rotation will feel
natural because of the
twist created in the
torso by the initial
single rotation.
•

The hands shift their
roles in the guard as
they rotate, meaning
that the initially leading
hand of the guard
becomes the rear hand
and the initially rear
hand of the guard
becomes the lead
hand.

•

Before the lift the gaze

Lift: Pictures 5 & 6
•
divisions we use to
describe the other kicks.
Single Rotation:
Pictures 3 & 4
•

To begin, the rear
foot pivots on the ball
180 degrees from its
original position, in
the direction of the
retracted side of the
body (e.g. if the right
foot is the rear foot,
turn to the right) to
face directly away
from its starting
orientation.

•

Simultaneously, the
lead foot, lower body
and torso also pivot
180 degrees in the
same direction.

The hands are in the same
guarded position as for all
the other kicks and the
guard, head and gaze are
held straight ahead.
The spinning movement of
Kage Geri is unique in the
10 core kicks in the Wado
Canada curriculum and
adds an additional
movement to the kick
before the standard lift,
kick, retraction and down

While the legs, pelvis
and torso turn with
the feet into the now
rear facing stance,
the guard, head and
gaze remain as close
to their original
position (facing the
opponent) as
possible.

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Pictures 7 & 8
(below) Kick

Next, the guard and
head rotate around
from their original
position to again face
the opponent from
the opposite side of
the body. In practice,

(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)
is focused on the
opponent. During the
lift the eyes must
naturally rotate with the
head. However, effort
should be made
refocus the eyes on the
opponent as soon as
possible. This helps
prevent dizziness
being caused by the
rotation movement.
•

•

•

When performed
quickly, the speed of
the rotation of the head
and re-focusing of the
eyes must be
emphasized to assist in
maintaining balance as
described above.

knee as the hip also
extends. The knee
fully straightens just
before the hip is fully
extended.
•

•

Rather, its movement
is a combination of

•

This leg lifts
simultaneously as the
guard, head and gaze
rotate. The lift position
of the leg is similar that
for Yoko Geri, but the
knee is not flexed as
much, with the result
that the lower leg
points slightly away
from the opponent (see
picture 5).
This position will allow
the slightly circular
movement of the kick
(as opposed to the
linear movement of a
Yoko Geri).

•

The foot, however, is
formed as in Ushiro
Geri focusing Ensho as
the striking area.

•

•

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Pictures 9 & 10
Retraction
•

•
the two patterns.
•

Kick: Pictures 7& 8
From the lift position,
the kick is performed
by extending
(straightening) the

As aforementioned,
the focused striking
area on the kicking
foot is Ensho.

Retraction: Pictures 9 &
10
•

The retraction

In isolation, however,
the retraction is
achieved by flexing
(bending) the knee
on the kicking leg as
fully as possible while
maintaining the
general position of
the rest of the body’s
segments.

Down: Picture 11

Whichever leg was
initially the rear leg in
the starting Shizen Tai
Dachi is the kicking
leg.

•

•

The point where the
hip reaches full
extension is the point
of Kime for the kick.
Thus, the kick is
neither completely
linear (like a Yoko
Geri) nor completely
circular (like Kokin
Geri – a rarely
practised kick).

movement of the kick
continues with its
momentum. In actual
practice, speed and
momentum will blend
the retraction and
down movements of
the kick together.

From the retracted
position the down
movement is
achieved by pivoting
180 degrees on the
ball of the supporting
foot (until it returns to
its initial forward
pointing position).

Single Rotation Hook
kick. Picture 11
Down

Simultaneously the
kicking leg drops in a
natural movement to
return the kicking foot
to the floor as the
rear foot in a forward
facing Shizen Tai
Dachi.

Due to this style of
movement, when
performed with speed, the
lift, kick retraction and
down movements will not
be completely distinct from
each other.

This is worth noting at the end of the kick
the same foot will be
forward in Shizen Tai
Dachi as was forward
in the same stance
before initiating the
kick.
The pelvis and torso
turn naturally with the
body to achieve this
position while the
guard, head and
gaze should remain
facing the opponent.

Kage Geri is a
momentum kick that
travels a continuous line

of movement without
reversing its direction.
It shares this quality with
only Osoto Mikazuke Geri
and Uchi Mikazuke Geri.

That is to say that all the
movements described will
be present but that they will
flow together naturally.
This is particularly true of
the retraction and down
movements, which will be
almost simultaneous when
performed quickly.
Remember no explanation
(or performance) of
technique is ever perfect.
Do not allow any to
substitute for your own
study and practice of a
technique.
Sensei Brendan Ralfs is chair
of the Wado Canada
instructors’ committee and
senior technical advisor to the
board.

Wado Canada
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Wado Canada is filled with talent
Association members have
many talents!

year trophy and perfect
attendance all in one
night.

CASK Karate Hombu
Shodan Jennifer Lang
recently won her first vocal
performance prize.

Matthew Smart was
awarded Green Star in
Cadets.

Shodan Jennifer performed
April 13 in the Greater
Victoria Performing Arts
Festival Voice Finals and
won first place in the Adult
Senior Level B.
The award was provided
by the Linden Singers and
the Victoria Performing
Arts Society.
Jennifer has been taking
singing lessons with the
Victoria Conservatory of
Music since September of
2001. She also sings in the
Tyger Lily Trio, a new
Victoria Jazz Trio (contact
Tygerlilytrio@shaw.ca).
Jennifer can be reached at
jeniuslangus@yahoo.com
***
In Grande Cache, AB,
Rebecca Wells won the
Student of the Year award
for grade 5. She also won
a music award.

Janet Chalan is the
Leader Organizer of the
43 member Weight
Watchers Club in town.

Louis Rusk from the
Victoria Youth Karate
Hombu displays his
swimming ribbons
in Grade 9 French
for Desire2Learn Inc.

The course should be up
and running later this
month.
Bryon Redknap received
a promotion in Cadets to
Trooper, the best first

Barbie Zipp from the
CASK Karate Hombu
has been elected to the
executive of Canadian
Auto Workers local 114.
A delegate to the
Victoria Labour
Council, she is also
shop steward at the
Victoria Clipper
Navigation.
***
Dr. Raymond Rusk, an
instructor with Victoria
Youth Karate, is moving
to Penticton, B.C. where
he has accepted a
position with the
Herzberg Institute.

Darren Tuck received a
continuing contract as
teacher and principal at
Susa Creek School with
Northland School Division
#61.
David Rusk from the
Victoria Youth Karate
Hombu and gold medal
he won in judo

Shodan Jen Lang
well as Wado karate, he is
father to karate-ka David
and Louis Rusk.
***
Sensei Charles La Vertu, a
senior instructor at Victoria
Youth Karate Hombu, has
been appointed to the B.C.
government’s Public Affairs
Bureau in the Office of the
Premier.

This is to be used as part
of virtualhighschool.com
for students in Ontario
who use this registered
private school to do
distance learning classes.

Danielle Wells won an
Award for Excellence in
Math in provincial testing
as well as a music award.

Joy Tuck just landed a new
job writing an online course

“It's great to see how
many of our students are
giving back to the
community,” says CASK
Karate Grande Cache
senior instructor Shodan
Chris Waite.

Nidan Ray is a research
scientist, an astronomer
and a computer expert.
A practitioner of Judo as

A communications expert,
he is head of the bureau’s
media monitoring division.
Before the transfer, Sensei
Charles was media monitor
with the community,
aboriginal and women’s
services ministry.

Wado-Kai Karate
Association of Canada
is completely
independent.
We are not part of any
other Wado
organization.
It is our intention to
have harmonious
relations with all Karate
organizations.
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Cindy Ruttan

Scholar, researcher, black belt
By Jill Smillie

If this sounds time
consuming and involved,
it is.

Cindy Ruttan - Scholar,
researcher, teacher and
black belt.

But Cindy's the type of
person who thrives on
challenge.

Cindy has a special place
in her heart for the
University of Victoria.

Her quiet intensity and
discipline translate onto
the dojo floor and her
devotion to the martial
art.

It's here that she found
Wado karate during her
fourth year of her
undergraduate degree.
Deciding that she needed
to do something other than
school work, she went to
Club Days at the university
and joined the first
women's only class on
campus.
Five years later, she's a
first-degree black belt, the
head instructor of the UVic
women’s club as well as
the women's representative
on the Wado Canada
board.
It was also at the University
of Victoria she obtained her
undergraduate degree in
Biochemistry and is
currently working on her
Ph.D. in Biology, Biochem
and Anthropology as an
interdisciplinary student.

She began her training by
attending one class a
week and eventually

remaining in them for long
periods of time silently,
while the remainder of us
grunt, shake and generally
wish we could be a lot
further along than we are.
(See picture below)
Shodan Cindy spends
most of her time training
with the Women's Club at
the university, attempting
to overcome the stigma
that is often associated
with a women's only club.
But the club is anything but

Beach training
She's knee deep in
research, working with
grants from the Canadian
Space Agency and
NASA.
No, it's not rocket
science, but a screening
protocol for radiation
susceptibility for the
planned 2011 Mars
Mission.
Her research on
mutations in human DNA
repair genes is also vital
in the search for a cure
for cancer.

Shodan Cindy leads calisthenics
progressed to seven
classes a week – two
women's classes at UVic,
two at the YM-YWCA and
three co-ed classes at the
CASK Karate Hombu.
Her hard work has
certainly paid off; she's
the one relaxing into her
full front splits and

second rate.
Under her leadership, it
has flourished to create a
place where women can
train in a comfortable
environment.
Her goal is to see more
people become involved
and expose others to the
(Continued on page 11)

SUPPORT YOUR NEWSLETTER
Get the word out to karate-kas and their
supporters around Canada.
Our rates are low: $100 for a full-page ad,
$50 for a half-page, $20 for a business card.
For details, please call Shodan Chris
Pepperdine at 1-250-595-6065
Shodan Cindy signs up students at UVic clubs day
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Sensei Brendan seminars
for Chetwynd karate-ka
At the end of February,
Sensei Brendan Ralfs was
in Chetwynd, B.C. to
conducts seminars for the
students at Chetwynd
Karate.
He flew to Prince George
on a Friday where he was
picked up by Nidan Ron
Osl, senior instructor at
Chetwynd Karate, for the
trip to Chetwynd – a threehour drive.
He held his first class a
half-hour after arriving –
from 7 to 10 p.m.

a.m. to 3 p.m. and again
from 7 to 10 p.m.
On the Sunday, he held a
class from 7 to 9 a.m.
before being driven back
to Prince George for the
return flight home.
In between classes he
met with some of the
senior ranks and
answered their questions
about karate and about
the Wado Karate
Association of Canada.

GIRL POWER
Becca Ross, 10, of Boca
Raton, Florida, is among
the worlds best in her
division in karate.
Becca started karate
lessons when she was 4.
A coach told her family
that she would be on the
cover of Black Belt
magazine before she was
13.
He wasn’t far off.
Becca, who turned 10 in
July, is ranked No. 1 in

(Continued from page 10)
strengths of the club.

The hardest thing,
according to Cindy, is just
showing up. After you've
done that, the rest is easy.
And Cindy should know.
She certainly shows up
and gives it her all.
For more information on
the Women's Wado Karate
Club at the University of
Victoria, contact Cindy
Ruttan at cindy@wado.ca.

Besides going to karate
classes five days a week
and teaching lower belts
some of the basics, she
has regular exercise
program.

If all that isn’t enough,
Becca manages to make
the school honour roll and
find time to play with her
friends.

Cindy Ruttan

Everyone has strengths
and weaknesses; training
builds on these strengths
and diminishes the
weaknesses while
improving skill and fitness
levels.

The fifth-grader travels
across the USA to compete
against national and
international opponents.

She also trains with threetime world champion
Lauren Kearney in
weapons.

Sensei Brendan then
conducted two classes on
the Saturday – from 11

It offers a chance for selfimprovement - for people
to set individual goals and
meet them.

the world in sparring for her
black belt division by the
North American Sport
karate Association. She is
ranked third in weapons
and kata (forms).

CASK Karate Campbell River team at Island
Friendship Karate Tournament in Comox

Ashley Slade wins bronze
at Island Friendship meet
Ashley Slade of CASK
Karate Campbell River
took bronze in the recent
2002 Island Friendship
Karate Tournament in
Comox.

Todd Robertson and wife
Sensei Brenda Bombini.

She competed in the 11
and 12 girls orange and
green belts division.

Also taking part from
CASK Karate Campbell
River were Megan
Caflish, Josh McLennan,
Amanda Folk, Kevin
Hagen and Chris PerrierEverly.

The highly successful
tournament was
sponsored by Courtenay
Karate and Comox Valley
Karate headed by Sensei

Jordan Shultz, Tia Payne,
Zoey Froemgen, Emily
Charlesworth, Clifford
Dick, Peter Charlesworth,
and Michael Mckay.

“She is the true
embodiment of the karate
soul, which teaches the
balance between mind,
body and spirit,” says Jerry
Kellerman, Becca’s
grandfather.
Becca’s describes her
exercise program:
“I do 125 push ups, 250
stomach crunches, 100
leg lifts, 150 front squat
kicks, 125 ankle raises
(standing on the edge of
a phone book), 50 duck
walks (holding ankles),
150 deep knee bends,
three miles of running
and about three minutes
of jumping rope.
“Sometimes I’ll do different
things. I’ll mix it up.”
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After Lumsden and Regina Beach gradings

Sensei Steve Franck rests
By Steve Franck
In April, we had two
gradings. One at Lumsden
and one at Regina Beach.
From the Lumsden club,
the following students were
graded to a probationary
yellow belt: Evan Ashurst,
Jason Cherney, Sydney
Dunn, Nathan Gardner,
Joel Klear, Daniel Klear,
Delaine Kobsar, Joshua
Holman, Amanda McNally
and Zach Peters.
Lumsden Club after the April grading
John Kinnear to orange;
Don Buchanan, Kaiman
Buchanan, Geoff Philips
and Erika Schuurman to
green; and Joan Riemer to
brown.
I also had a few 1/2 belts
for the junior
students: Steven Knaus
( blue/brown), Adam
McNally (yellow/orange),
Cherisse Jessop (yellow/
orange) and Justice Dunn
(white/yellow).
Always with the Lumsden
Club, passing a belt (87
per cent and
above): Russell Bacon,

Roe Borgman, Vicki
Clarke and Scott Peters,
yellow; Roy Borgman and
Bob Schulz, orange; Jack
Grassick and Greg
Murias, green; and
Niacole Murias, brown.
At the Regina Beach
Club, the following
students were graded to
a probationary yellow
belt:
Cory Broadziak, Michael
Broadziak, Sharon Slinn,
Darren Zurowski and
Colleen Zurowski.

Also for the junior
students, we have a few
1/2 belts:
Melissa Matheis (yellow/
orange), Callen McManus
(white/yellow), Tomelene
Pearce (white/yellow),
Tomelise Pearce (white/
yellow), Britney Reid
(white/yellow), David
Slinn (white/yellow).
With the Regina Beach
Club, passing a belt (87
per cent and above):
Connor Lavoy, orange;
Rick Lavoy, green; and
Dave McManus, yellow.

I hope I didn't forget
anybody.
I would like to congratulate
all the above students for
their hard work and
dedication.
Both clubs stopped their
activities at the end of May
and we will back in
September to start the
season 2002/2003.
On behalf of the Lumsden
and Regina Beach Karate
clubs, I would like to wish
everybody a very good
Summer.

Elliott Steppler, blue.
Sensei Steve Franck is senior
instructor at both the Lumsden
and Regina Beach Karate clubs

The way of the
martial arts is not an
ordinary thing.
It is to master peace
and to desire
harmony.
— Hironori Otsuka
Regina Beach Club after the grading in April

Wado Canada

From the
President
(Continued from page 3)
by outgoing board member
Sumio Kiyooka who chose
not to run again.
Sumio has graciously
agreed, however, to remain
as our Webmaster.
Thank you Sumio, and all
the board members, for
your hard work.
***
Congratulations to Peter
Froemgen and Vince Dick
of CASK Karate Campbell
River (BC) on their grading
to Nidan (2nd degree
blackbelt). Both are
valuable members of our
Campbell River
organization, and the
honour is well earned.

Page 13
Congratulations are also
due to our new Shodans
(1st degree blackbelts) –
Erika Marksteiner of
Campbell River, BC.
Also graded to Shodan
were Kévin Franck -Sensei Steve’s son -Brian Juraville and Dr.
Russell Knaus of
Lumsden, SK, all key
members of the teaching
staff of the Lumsden and
Regina Beach clubs.
***
Congratulations also go
to Master Nader (Ali)
Gilanchi who was graded
to Godan on our behalf
by the National Karate
Association. This is part
of our efforts to obtain
NKA style recognition.
Master Gilanchi, senior
instructor at Yaletown

Karate Club in
Vancouver, BC, was
appointed co-chair of our
technical committee and,
as such, is co-technical
director with Saiko
Shihan Greg Reid.

president Dan Wallis of
Campbell River on both his
re-election as KBC
president and his election
to the presidency of the
National Karate
Association.

Ali, who is a Japan
Karate Federation WadoKai Godan, competed in
the June national
championships in
Toronto. (See p. 16)

Dan, who has supported
our tournaments since day
one and who supported our
bid for style recognition, is
head instructor of rival
Campbell River Wado
Kokusai.

***
Kudos to Sensei Steve
Franck, senior instructor
at our Lumsden and
Regina Beach, SK, clubs
for finally getting his
dream job at the RCMP
academy in Regina. (See
page 1)
***
And I would like to
congratulate Karate BC

Also elected to the NKA
board, as secretary, was
former Wado Canada
member Leslie Bowers.
Re-elected to the Karate
BC board was Sensei
Fernando Correia, another
supporter of our
organization and the senior
KBC referee for Vancouver
(Continued on page 22)
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Kids’ class

Adults’ class

Grande Cache, Alberta

Karate in the Mountains!
By Darren Tuck
So… one evening Shodan
Chris Waite telephoned me
to ask if I could write
something up for the
upcoming issue.
He asks me to put a few
words together on what it
means to me to have
Karate in Grande Cache.
Besides being honored, I
found myself slightly
stumped… a few words?
Then it hit me that our little
paradise in the mountains
has gained a lot from this
opportunity.
In Grande Cache, there is

now an opportunity for
many different types of
people to get together to
learn, exercise,
participate and socialize
on an equal level.
To do these things “on an
equal level” really jumps
out at me. We are all
equal when we enter the
dojo.
Every karate-ka within
CASK Grande Cache
started out as beginners.
Some have different
levels of experience, but
we are all learning at the
same level.
We have come from
different walks of
life, different jobs,
different heritages,
and different ages
with one thing in
mind (if for different
reasons)… to
experience, share
and follow Wado
teachings.
So, what does it
mean to have CASK
Grande Cache?
I called a few
karateka

(colleagues, friends and
acquaintances included)
to ask them.
The responses were
varied and personalized.
“It means for someone
like me, who is not into
team sports and
wilderness pursuits, that I
have something to
participate in. It’s not only
a physical, but also a
mental pursuit.” – Joy
Tuck
“It’s a good way to get out
and exercise and have
fun.”– Travis Harder
“It’s a good way to
exercise and learn selfdefense. It teaches you
discipline.”
–Tommy Craven

“I’m able to get back to a
level of concentration and
mental stability that the
“art” side provides, and get
back to the physicality that
the “martial” side provides,
both of which I have
missed a lot.” –Darren
Tuck
“I am actually doing
something that I have
considered doing many
times over the past fifteen
years, while living in three
other towns.” – Len
Parsons
“It’s something for me to
do, and something to keep
me in shape. It teaches us
respect and discipline.” –
Bryon Redknap
(Continued on page 15)
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Karate Classes
Resume at UVic
in September
Even though summer is in
full swing, thoughts turn to
the upcoming school year
and the return of karate
classes at the University of
Victoria.
This year, both the Co-ed
and Women’s programs
will be offered through the
university’s RecPlus
program.
The co-ed program, run by
senior instructor Mike
Alberti, continues in its
Monday and Wednesday
6:00 to 7:30 p.m. time
slots.
The Women’s program
moves to a new time, from
4:30 to 6:00 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and will be
taught by Shodan Cindy
Ruttan.
All classes begin the third
week of September and
will be held in the
Apparatus Gym in the
McKinnon Building.
New and returning
students of all ranks are
welcome.

(Continued from page 14)
“Having a karate club in
Grande Cache is great. It is
a great confidence builder.
Plus it is an excellent
fitness program. I hope the
club stays in Grande
Cache for a long time! I like
the fact that the minute I
walk into our dojo I forget
the all stresses of the day
and focus only on the
karate instruction. A great
stress reliever! Chris and

Shodan Chris Waite, left, teaching Saturday class

CASK Grande Cache expands
By Chris Waite
We are now into our
fourth month of training in
Grande Cache and the
class is progressing well.
Everyone is catching on
the techniques and kata
and now we’re starting to
work the refinement of
the techniques.
In addition to our
Thursday night classes
we have also added a
Saturday morning class
where we are able to
utilize gym mats to work
on some different
techniques and basic
jujutsu.
It gives us great
satisfaction to see the
students learning and
enjoying the class as
much as we are.

The people of Grande
Cache are treating us
great and we’ve had lots
of support here in town.
The town of Grande
Cache has many people
who are into physical
fitness and especially
outdoor activities.
In that spirit we hope to
do some outdoor training
in July and August
weather permitting.
Also Grande Cache is
home to the Great
Canadian Death Race, a
125 km extreme running
race that takes you up
and down the mountains
of the area.
This year I have joined a
relay team and will be
running 19 km, I’m going
to use this as a challenge

and work on improving my
cardiovascular system.
Karen is hoping to help out
by volunteering, which is
great because events like
this depend on people who
give their time to make it a
success.
We appreciate the
assistance from the Wado
Karate Association of
Canada in helping us get
started and always being
there for advice and to
answer questions.
We would especially like to
thank Sensei Wayne
Duguay and Sensei Greg
Reid for all that they have
taught us and for believing
in us.
Shodan Chris Waite is senior
instructor at CASK Karate
Grande Cache

Karen are excellent
instructors. – Tammy
Smith

Can we say what it
means to have karate in
Grande Cache?

We appreciate the fitness,
the self-defense and the
art.

And now it’s been four
months since the birth of
CASK Grande Cache.

On some levels…yes.

We know we have
something special in CASK
Grande Cache.

The dojo means different
things to all the students.
We all have our different
reasons for attending
each Thursday (and
some Saturday
mornings).

I can say, for certain, that
we appreciate the quality
instruction and quality
people we have in
Shodans Chris and Karen
Waite.
We appreciate what they
do in improving our
community.

We hope it remains an
integral part of our
paradise in the mountains
for a long time to come.
Domo arigato gozaimashita
(Loosely translated as Thank you very much for
helping me learn).
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Master Nader (Ali) Gilanchi

New technical co-director taught army
Wado Canada’s new
technical co-director and
co-chair of the technical
committee has trained and
competed in karate for
more than 20 years.
Master Nader (Ali) Gilanchi
holds the rank of 5th Dan
(Godan) from the Japan
Karatedo Federation
(Wado-Kai), and was

Vancouver, British
Columbia.
This club has been a
popular centre for
students of all ages to
enjoy various levels of
karate training and for the
past five years has been
the only fitness
organization offering
classes six days a week
in the same centre all
year round.
It was one of the first
clubs to offer short
courses on women’s self
defence in Vancouver.

Master Gilanchi and Roundhouse Centre students

Gilanchi sensei teaches
karate to adults and
children in Vancouver’s
West End Community
Centre as well.
Master Gilanchi is a top
contender in both
national and international
competitions. He is the
2002 B.C. gold medal
holder in the 75 kg
division, and represented
B.C. at the 2002 national
championships in
Toronto.
Prior to moving to
Vancouver, Sensei
Gilanchi spent five years
studying with two of the
foremost Japan Karatedo

Federation (Wado-Kai)
instructors – Dr. Hideho
Takagi (7th Dan), coach
of the Japanese
International Division
Team, and Mr. Tooru
Arakawaq (8th Dan), JKF

Master Ali Gilanchi
recently awarded the rank
of Godan by the National
Karate Association, the
governing body for karate
in Canada (See page 1).
Gilanchi sensei is founder
of the Yaletown Karate
Club – the longest running
physical fitness school in
the Roundhouse
Community Centre,

Melting pot
(Continued from page 5)
So many good people
have graced our floors
and enhanced our
development.
Positive people and
progressive thinkers have
pushed our organization.
I look forward to meeting

more people and finding
new and exciting
challenges to keep
making the
headquarters such a
great place to train.
Thank you to all our
students in the
organization for their
continued support of the
Headquarters.

technical director.
Before that, Gilanchi
sensei trained in his home
country of Iran for 15 years
under Mohamed B.
Aghamiri (6th Dan), current
president of the Iran Wado
Kai Association.
Master Gilanchi served as
president of the Wado Kai
Karatedo Association in
Gilan province, Iran; and
was head martial arts
instructor for the army in
Gilan province.
He was appointed Wado
Canada technical codirector earlier this year.

Wado Canada
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Officials
learn
how to
referee

From Sensei Correia’s
Duncan school were his
senior student Loretta
Schwab, herself an
accredited A referee, and
Jen Burgess,

Twenty-seven karate-ka
from Victoria Shotokan
Karate Club, CASK Shiai
and Duncan Renshikan
took part in an officials
seminar offered by Sensei
Fernando Correia of
Duncan, B.C., the senior
Karate BC referee on
Vancouver Island.

Sensei Larry Fulton
provides explanation
rulebook and
concentrated on the
practical aspects of
officiating – flag signals.

This was one of two
seminars officials must
take to become qualified
under the new World
Karate Federation rules.
Sensei Correia expects the
officials to have read the

Sensei Correia

Taking part in the training
from the Victoria
Shotokan club at CFB
Esquimalt were Sensei
Larry Fulton and three of
his senior students –
Terry Birchard, Derek
Martin and Carrie

And from CASK Shiai,
students included Senseis
Gerry Woloshyn, Peter
Danniels, Erich Eichhorn
and Charles La Vertu as
well as Chris Pepperdine,
Jim Ryan, Les Dzbik and
Terry Plante.
Jen Lang, Gary Wong,
Kyle Robert Deycept,
Cindy Ruttan, Darren
Gauthier, Raymond Rusk,
Mike Alberti, Jon Taylor,
Stewart Scott, Lochinron
Roome, Carley Cook, Chris
Brockway and Ward
Cartier.
The seminar was
organized by Sensei Peter
Danniels, chair of our
Referees’ Committee.

Saiko Shihan Greg Reid

Reports to AGM on very successful year 2001
By Greg Reid
First I would like to thank
all association members in
attendance.
The year was certainly a
very successful one from a
technical and progress
standpoint.
As is Wado Canada’s goal,
the traditional aspects of
Karate are highly valued.
All gradings and seminars,
both in province and out,
were carried out with
emphasis being on very old
classical training.

With the addition of
Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, the technical
department sent Sensei
Erich Eichhorn and
Sensei Brendan Ralfs
and me there.
We spent a full weekend
conducting seminars and
classes in all aspects of
the Wado Canada
syllabus.
Our efforts were received
with great enthusiasm
from all our members.
Slowly but surely we will
create a dynamic and
progressive environment

for all to learn our style
(Master Shintani’s way.)
We also started
introducing more of the
classical Wado jujutsu
into the CASK Karate
Headquarters classes
which has been received
very well.
Our international
tournament in November
was also a great success.
This showed our ability to
blend tradition with sport.
We also continued an
open dialogue with all
martial arts groups that
would like to

communicate with us.
Our open door policy and
Wado Canada’s firm belief
in the values of traditional
Karate make for a very
successful year.
We as an association will
continue to be friendly to
all, but never waste our
time or energy on useless
political fighting based on
money, power or hidden
agendas.
I would like to close by
thanking all association
members for their efforts
and loyalty this past year.
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Campbell
River
grading
Juniors: Michael Mckay
and Lauren Potentier to
yellow; Emily and Peter
Charlesworth, Chris
Perrier - Everly, Clifford
Dick, Ashley Slade, Zach
Hamilton, Josh McLennan,
Adam Warner, Mackenzie
Maier, Michael Caflish,
Zoey Froemgen, Kristie
Hagen, Kevin Hagen and
Jordan Shultz to green;
and Megan Catfish, blue.
Adults: Linny Leung and
Kelly Lawrence, yellow: Kai
Taylor, orange; Heather
Blackwood, Arnis
Dambergs and Tony Pallin,
green; Gerry PerrierEverly, blue; and Stacey
Larsen and Jim Lee,
brown.

Wado Canada
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President reports to AGM

Wado Canada in all western provinces
Wado Canada now has
dojos in all four western
provinces and will
concentrate its efforts on
developing the
organization in these
provinces before
expanding further east,
says Wado Canada
president Charles La Vertu.
“Of course we’d give
serious consideration to
any group wishing to join
us,” he told the
association’s annual
general meeting.
“As mentioned last year,
we are not in any rush to
expand because we want
to make sure we have a
solid base upon which to
build.”
He noted that the
association’s finances are
in good shape – largely
due to increased
membership and a highly
successful tournament last
November.
“Since our last meeting, we
have added two new
schools – in Regina Beach,
Saskatchewan, where
Sensei Steve Francks has
about 35 students, and in
Grande Cache, Alberta,
where Shodans Chris and
Karen Waite from CASK
Karate Campbell River now
make their new home.“
In Chetwynd, Nidan Ron
Osl has taken over the
reins from Sensei Richard
Boles. Sensei Wayne
Duguay, a recent dad,
continues to grow his
program in the Campbell
River area.
In Victoria, Sensei Greg

Federation Godan and an
accomplished competitor.
He is also connected with
the U.S. WadoKai
Karatedo Federation
headed by Yoshiaki Ajari
sensei.

Sensei Charles congratulates Rachael Claus on her
medal win at Victoria youth fitness championship
has tied up the Karate
programs in most of the
community centres and
teaches 15 or so classes
each week -- at Royal
Roads University, Gordon
Head Recreation Centre,
James Bay Community
Centre, G.R. Pearkes
Recreation Centre and
the YM-YWCA.
He also helps out at the
University of Victoria
where Shodan Cindy is
senior instructor of the
women’s program and
Sandan Mike Alberti is
head instructor for the coed program.
Sensei Brendan Ralfs is
looking at setting up a
program at Camosun
College in Victoria.
“We had hoped to set up
a dojo at the University of
Northern B.C. in Prince
George but Sensei
Richard Boles reports he
had difficulty gaining
access to the facilities
there as UNBC has fairly
limited gym space and it
is in high demand.”

He and Shodan Jon
Stender now plan to open
a private club in Prince
George come
September.
Sensei Charles noted
that the association also
established an alliance
with Master Ali Gilanchi
of Yaletown Karate in
Vancouver.
“We had hoped to have
dojos in operation at both
Simon Fraser University
and the University of BC
as well as a dojo
elsewhere on the Lower
Mainland -- but that has
not worked out yet.
“So this alliance with
Sensei Ali provides our
members on the Lower
Mainland with a dojo.”
Sensei Greg is
encouraging all Wado
Canada members in the
Vancouver area to train
at Gilanchi sensei’s dojo
in the Roundhouse
Community Centre.
Master Gilanchi is a
Japan Wado-Kai Karate

Sensei Charles noted that
Top Master Shintani was
highly supportive of Wado
Canada and instructed us
to establish and maintain
harmonious relations with
all Karate and martial arts
groups, and “we are happy
to comply.”
“This is one reason why we
hold a major tournament
each year.”
It is a vehicle to create and
maintain harmonious links
with other Karate
organizations in both
Canada and the U.S. and
provides an opportunity for
our members to test their
skills against other
opponents.
“To ensure that we have
enough officials at our own
tournament, and to enable
us to reciprocate at other
tournaments, Sensei Greg
would like to see all
blackbelts and senior
coloured ranks take the
officials’ training.”
Up to now we have relied
on the goodwill of other
organizations to provide
officials at our tournament,
and we would very much
like to see us return the
favour, thereby extending
our harmonious links, he
said.
Still with training, all
(Continued on page 27)
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No white limo

Rusty van greets Wado team on SK, MB visit
By Steve Franck
We had a great visit with
Senseis Reid, Eichhorn
and Duguay.
The weekend started when
I picked them up at Regina
airport.
They thought I had the
white limo but when they
saw my old rusty van, they
just about returned
home.
After lunch, we drove to
Moosomin then Rocanville
and we got there on time
for a quick visit and a great
supper at Sensei Nick's.

Saiko Shihan Greg Reid, far left, Sensei Erich Eichhorn, left, and Sensei Wayne
Duguay, foreground, lead seminar during recent tour of Saskatchewan and
Manitoba clubs. Below, Lumsden club members practise knuckle push -ups.
place, I was informed by
Saiko Shihan Reid that all
three were passing.

Then it was off again to
McAuley, Manitoba, for the
first workshop.

Therefore we decided to
make the blackbelt
presentation the next day
at the workshop in Regina
Beach, where the local
newspaper reporter would
be there. (for reporter’s story

The following morning,
after a big breakfast we
drove to Moosomin just on
time for the 11 a.m.
workshop.

please see pages 21-22)

The breakfast and the
good pizzas we had for
lunch didn't slow down our

Kévin Franck (my son) has
been in karate since the
age of 4. He is now 17.
guests.
By 2:45 p.m. we were
back on the road to return
to Lumsden just in time
for supper at 5:30 p.m.
My wife Linda had
enough food for a small
army. But even that
didn't slow them down.
Our guests were able to
give us a great workshop
on that Saturday night as
well as the following
afternoon at Regina
Beach.

We had a great turnout but
not everybody could
attend.
For some families,
certain weekends are too
busy.
The highlight of the
weekend was the fact that
three of my students were
being graded by our
guests.
I was hoping they were
prepared enough.
That Saturday evening,
once we were back at my

Brian Juraville has been
with me since 1994 and Dr.
Russell Knaus since 1995.
They are very good
students and I am
confident they will keep the
tradition of the Wado
karate.
Again congratulations to
Senseis Kévin, Russell and
Brian.
Sensei Steve Franck is senior
instructor at both the Lumsden
and Regina Beach Karate clubs
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The Lumsden New Waterfront Press reports:

Karate - Locals Trained By Chief
By Bronwen Thompson
Approximately 25 to 30
karate-ka, or students of
karate, attended
workshops held in
Lumsden and Regina
Beach March 23 and 24.
When translated into
English, karate means the
art of the empty hands.
Wado Karate is argued to
be the purest form of
karate. It is a combination
of karate and jujitsu.
"Other forms teach
grappling and kumite or
fighting. Wado-Kai Karate
is the most classical form,"
Reid said in an interview. .
Saiko Shihan (master in
Wado Karate) Greg Reid,
technical director and chief
instructor for the Wado
Karate Association of
Canada (WKAC) as well as
a 7th Dan, led the
workshops for the
Lumsden and Regina
Beach karate clubs.

He was assisted by
Sensei Wayne Duguay of
Campbell River, BC, and
Sensei Erich Eichhorn of
Victoria, BC.
According to the WKAC
web site, "The aim of
Wado karate is not
merely perfection of the
physical techniques of
self-defence but the
development of a mind
that is tranquil yet alive,
able to react intuitively to
any situation."
Wado karate was
developed by Grand
Master Hironori Otsuka.
Otsuka studied the
martial arts for 85 years
and attained the rank of
First Generation Karatedo Master of the 10th
Dan, which is the
greatest title which can
be achieved in the martial
arts.
Greg Reid was born and
raised in Trinidad and
Tobago in the West

Indies.
He studied a
variety of martial arts
before beginning his
training in karate about
35 years ago. He spent
four and a half years as
captain of the Caribbean
national karate team.

He was the first student to
be sent for this training by
the Caribbean association
and,
as
a
secondgeneration
pioneer,
brought
considerable
knowledge back to his
association.

Reid traveled to Okinawa,
Japan to train with
legendary
karate
teachers, including Grand
Master
Otsuka
(the
founder of Wado Karate).

Reid immigrated to Canada
in 1976 and began to train
under Top Master Masaru
Shintani, supreme
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)

During the Regina Beach
workshop, Brian Juraville
of Lumsden, Dr. Russell
Knaus of Lumsden and
Kévin Franck of Lumsden
received their black belts.

instructor of the WKAC and
a 9th Dan.
Reid has competed in the
world championships four
times, winning two
individual titles and two
team titles.

The two local karate clubs
moved to WKAC last year
because of the
association's view of
martial arts.

He retired from competition
in 1981 but trained the
Canadian National WadoKai team for the 1994
Wado-K ai Nationals and
the Wado-Kai World Karate
Cup.

"Th e other organizations
are too much about sports.
This is more about the art
of martial arts. It's more to
better yourself than to
compete in tournaments,"
Franck said.

After the second workshop
in Regina Beach, Reid said
that he had "a good
feeling" about the Lumsden
and Regina Beach clubs.
"It's like an engine. It just
needs to be fine-tuned.
There's been a lot of
improvement. It's a very,
very good community," he
said.
Lumsden and Regina
Beach are two of four
Wado Karate clubs in
Saskatchewan.
"It is much more popular in
Ontario and BC but it's
growing in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan," Reid said.
Sensei Steve Franck of
Lumsden, who operates
the Lumsden and Regina
Beach clubs, was very
excited about having these
top-level instructors come
to the area.
"They came last year just
to see how the clubs were
doing. The students didn't
know what to expect. The
students were amazed at
what they could do.
“They needed to work on
technique and it's the same
this year. The instructors
also came to do some
black belt grading," he
said.

He hopes to bring Reid and
the other instructors out on
an annual basis. -- April 18,
2002 - The Lumsden New
Waterfront Press

From the
President
(Continued from page 13)
Island. Fernando has
served as chief referee at
several of our
tournaments and
coordinated the recent
officials seminar for us
(See page 17).
Correia sensei, who runs
clubs in Duncan and
Chemainus, BC, is
working hard to ensure
that Vancouver Island
has enough trained
officials to be selfsufficient.
***
As mentioned above, we
have applied again to the
NKA for style recognition,
this time in conjunction
with our technical codirector Ali Gilanchi and
the support of KBC
president Dan Wallis, and
Sensei Akira Sato of
Vancouver Seiko-Ryu
Seiko-Kai and Sensei

Takeshi Uchiage of the
Steveston Karate Club.
The latter both serve on
the NKA technical
committee.
In an effort to boost our
chances, members
agreed at the annual
general meeting to
change our formal name
by dropping the kai.
We are now known as
the Wado Karate
Association of Canada or
Wado Canada for short.
This should end
confusion with those
organizations that belong
to Japan Karate
Federation Wado-Kai -an organization to which
we do not belong and
which, I understand, is
undergoing a schism.
We’re not affiliated with
any other organization at
this time, and have no
plans to do so.

It was not our intention to
seek style recognition at
this time but the board
decided to move its plans
ahead after Master
Gilanchi and Masters Sato
and Uchiage approached
us.
I should point out that this
does not mean that we
have shifted direction.
Saiko Shihan Reid has
made it clear, our
emphasis continues to be
on traditional Karate – as a
martial art and as an art of
self-defence, with
emphasis on character
building and respect for
one’s opponent -- in
keeping with the teachings
of Master Shintani.
As Sensei Greg so aptly
states -- true karate is
loyalty, respect, dedication
and humility.
Sensei Charles is president of
the Wado Karate Association of
Canada

Wado Canada
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David Rusk retains grand champion title
Jennie Dolberg, Tyrell
Williams, Dylan Devalk,
Fidel Flores, Jacob
Pollock, Greg Olaussen,
Kris Dolberg, Toshiro
Uyeda, Jack Vernon, Ethan
Lustig, Jess Furney,
Garrett Chase, Krystyn
Dubicki, Scott Leslie and
Jacob Terry.

David Rusk was
named senior grand
champion at the
Victoria Youth Karate
and Fitness
competition held in
June.
Junior grand champion is
Tyler Clarke.

Bronze: Tristan Olaussen,
Carey Oakes, Timon
Ferguson, Billy Mansell
and Chelsea Leslie.

This was David’s second
win in a row.
Emily Tranter of the
Victoria Youth Karate
Hombu, Mackenzie Maier
from CASK Karate
Campbell River, Dylan
Devalk from Royal Roads
and Ben Vernon from
Gordon Head each won
special awards for conduct.
Other special awards
include:
Krystyn Dubicki and Kiseki
Baier, Hombu, attendance;
Zach Hamilton, Campbell
River, and Kris Dolberg,
Hombu, most improved
male; Merone Tadesse,
Hombu, and Tessa
Riecken, Royal Roads,

In the juniors, Tyler Clarke
was the sole gold winner.
Special award winners Emily Tranter, Kiseki Baier
most improved female.
Garrett Chase and David
Rusk, Hombu, leadership
(male); Rachael Claus
and Chelsea Leslie,
leadership (female).
Toshi Uyeda, Zanshin
(commitment); Jacob
Terry, trying hardest to
improve his conducts;
and Spencer Tranter, for
trying hardest to improve
his concentration.
In the fitness portion,
youngsters had to have
full front splits, 60-plus
sit-ups in 60 seconds and
10 perfect push-ups to
win a gold certificate.

competition which,
combined with his gold
certificate, got him the
grand championship.
Juniors did not compete
in kata.
In the seniors, winning
gold were:
David Rusk, Syruss
Winn, Michael Woodrow,
Rachael Claus, Jace
Steiner and Michael Lis.
Silver: Kiseki Baier, Ben
Vernon, Denise LeBlanc,
Danielle Wilder, Louis
Rusk, Justin Snyders,

Silver: Merone Tadesse,
Aidan Chatwin-Davies,
Mackenzie Maier, Sophia
Kim, Elisha Bains and Elliot
Oakes.
Kyle Sanderson, Jasmine
Bains, Tessa Bains, Zach
Hamilton, Kyle Bains,
Tarkel Parker, Jeremy
Oakes, Rachael
Cederberg, Natasha Bains
and Robyn ChatwinDavies.
Bronze: Jesse Bains,
Spencer Tranter, Theo
Williams, Mustafa Shabani,
Alexander Prins, Drew
Wilder, Joelle Vaillancourt,
Mathew Robertson and
Emily Tranter.

For a silver certificate,
their front splits had to be
six inches or less, and
they had to do more than
40 sit-ups in 60 seconds
and more than five
perfect push-ups.
Those not meeting any of
these requirements were
awarded bronze
certificates.
David won the karate
Jacob Terry, Kris Dolberg

Drew Wilders does splits
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And gradings in Victoria area
University of Victoria
Women’s Club:
Yellow: Diane Williamson,
Jessica Gnyp, Eren Ryding
and Dawn Foxcroft.
Victoria Youth Karate
(Gordon Head):
Brown to 2nd kyu: Graham

Cederberg, Patricia
Halim, Tarkel Parker,
Theo Williams, Elisha
Bains, Galen Jones,
Mustafa Shabani,
Natasha Bains, Sarah
Loeb, Jasmine Bains,
Jessie Bains and Kyle
Bains.

At the University of Victoria women’s club

Cyrus Winn does sit-ups

Merone Tadesse does full splits
Johnson and Jeremy
Johnson.
Blue: Justin Snyders;
Green: Patrick Halim, Bev
Vernon and Jace Vernon.
Orange: Rachael

Reid and Dylan Devalk;
Brown, 3rd kyu: Jess
Furney.

Yellow: Lauren Fougner,
Andrews Meijier and Kyle
Sanderson.

Green: Denise LeBlanc,
Jessica LeBlanc and Billy
Mansell.

Victoria Youth Karate
(Royal Roads):

Orange: Aidan ChatwinDavies, Robyn-Joelle
Chatwin-Davies and
Nigel Valliere.

Brown, 1st kyu: Meghan

Yellow: Tessa Riecken,
Graham Sullivan and
Alexandria Sullivan.
Victoria Youth Karate
(Hombu):
Brown to 1st kyu: Kiran
Bains, Louis Rusk and
Ross Nevile.
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24)

Winn and Tyrell Williams.

Brown to 2nd kyu: Michael
Woodrow, Danielle Wilder,
Tanner Peter and Fidel
Flores.

Jacob Terry, Krystyn
Dubicki, Jace Steiner and
Shanelle Life.

Brown to 3rd kyu: Jennie
Dolberg, Aubrey Blackhall,
Scottie Leslie, Ethan
Lustig, Trevor Nevile,
Tristan Olaussen and
Carey Oakes.

Orange: Lynden
Ehrenberg-Smith, Raven
Lacerte, Drew Wilder,
Nardos Tadesse and
Merone Tadesse.
Jeremy Oakes, Elliot
Oakes, Sophia Kim, Emily
Tranter, Spencer Tranter
and Nicholas Miller.

Blue: Sean Thompson,
Jordan Fraser and Riley
Mangelsen.
Green: Toshi Uyeda,
Rachael Claus, Chelsea
Leslie, Molly Life, Syruss

Proud daddy Cecil Oakes, himself a black belt in
Shotokan, and from left twins Elliot and Jeremy and
Carey with their kyu certificates and new belts

Yellow: Daniel Gelfant and
Alexander Prins.

Wado Canada’s annual beach training took place in July at Sensei Gerry’s beach. First the workout, left, then
the rewards — a soak in the hot tub, great food. Members from Victoria, Vancouver, Campbell River took part
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Marathon training and karate
By James Humphreys
It started as a bet with
myself in my early 20s that
I could run a marathon
before I turned 30.
So, in January of 2000, in
true last-minute form (29
and climbing), I went out a
few times and managed to
conjure up the strength to
limp, hobble and crawl over
the finish line in what I
swore would be my first
and last marathon.

flexibility with fitness -not to mention training.
As fitness is emphasized
in Wado, I began running
to improve my own.

dreaded wall. My brain is
tired, there is no glycogen
left in my muscles, no
water in reserves and 30°
C heat (with no wind).

A challenge appeared on
the horizon -- to run a
marathon from Ucluelet
to Tofino in their Edge-toEdge Marathon.

At this point, the only
thing that will get me to
the finish line is sheer
determination, the
knowledge that
everything that I have
done up until today has
been good enough to
guarantee the success of

I’m game.
In the next five months I
will have trained over 800

As many grains of sand as
there were in the pavement
between me and the finish
line did it seem strides to
get there. I finished in
4:11:39 almost exactly 38
minutes off of my first time
in 2000.
Not only that, but I was
only 1:07 hours off the
winning time (marathons
are usually won in times
around 2:15 hours).
However, no time to be
complacent, grading is only
a week and a half away.
As we are told in class, you
must put as much effort
into the technique as you
can -- as if your life
depended on it. I wouldn’t
have succeeded without
that philosophy.
Parallel to the many ways
karate challenges and
rewards us for hard work is
every thing one strives for
in life. There are no free
lunches, no short cuts, only
hard work and lots of it. As
a mountain climber once
put it:

The author on the home stretch

What the bet should have
been was training and
running a marathon.
Fast forward to December
2001, past a year of virtual
inactivity (a different story),
I began karate at the CASK
Karate Hombu in Victoria
with Sensei Greg Reid.
I quickly learned that I have
always underestimated the
interconnectedness of

km in 80-plus training
runs in combination with
karate for strength, core
stability and flexibility
The day of the marathon
arrives.
My goal is to beat my
previous personal best of
4:49, not very fast to say
the least.
It begins.
Three hours later, I hit the

this marathon.
I must now rely on my
legs to do what they’re
told, keep moving. My
body is begging me to
stop.
One hour and 11 minutes
go by, it seems to never
end.
All of a sudden, there it
is, the finish line, a block
away.

"Because many of the
hardships have been
removed from daily living,
we have lost the ability to
rise to a higher level of
consciousness that
enables us to find any
meaning in suffering." -Rich McCleary (Canadian Alpine
Journal 1994)

Anyone can run a
marathon as anyone can
train in karate, but you
won’t get any more from it
than you’re willing to give.
Editor’s note: James
Humphreys also successfully
graded to yellow belt.
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Assn. president
reports to AGM
(Continued from page 19)
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“It was highly successful
thanks to you. Without
our volunteers there
would be no tournament.”

‘This is for your protection,”
said Sensei Charles.

The association is strong
and vital, because its
members are committed
to Karate, and because of
the hard-working
members you have
elected to the board, and
those working behind the
scenes, he said.

Many community centres
now require NCCP
certification for all who
teach sports. There are
three levels in theory but
only one level in Karate.

“Our association
continues to thrive mainly
because of the efforts
and hard work of those
members who have been
givers over the years.

The number of children
training continues to grow.

“We have history, we
have a wealth of
experience and talent
among our members.

members are encouraged
to take the 3M National
Coaching Certification
Program especially if you
plan to coach.

Members are encouraged
and invited to serve on
various committees such
as the fundraising
committee.
“I want to thank all the
people who volunteered to
help with our tournament.

“And thanks to those
members, the Wado
Karate Association of
Canada remains a force
to be reckoned with in the
Canadian world of
Karate.”

Salmonfest Parade in Campbell River, B.C.
CASK Karate Campbell River has participated
in this event in each of the last 10 years. A
great time was had by all taking part. (Above
and below) The parade, held Aug. 10, is the
start of a three-day series of local events.
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To:
Wado Canada
1317 Vimy Pl.
Victoria, B.C.
V8S 1C5

Martial Arts Supplies
670 Herald St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 1S7
(250) 382-KATA (5282)
Fax: (250) 384-8225

Karate -ka are encouraged to buy our book

WADO-KAI KARATE - KATA
by

The late Masaru Shintani, Kudan, and Gregory Reid, Shichidan
This book has 800 high-quality pictures, clear descriptions of each move and all the
extra details you need to develop and understand the katas in their entirety.
Endorsed by the Shintani Wado Kai Karate Federation
To order, please write to:
Sensei Erich Eichhorn
537 Selwyn Oaks, Victoria, BC
Canada V9B 6K7

Price:
$110 includes shipping in Canada
$120 for U.S./Europe

e-mail: eriche@wado.ca

The Wado Karate Association
of Canada

